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E-commerce as an emerging product, has experienced rapid development since
its inception. Especially in recent years, huge commercial value of E-commerce and
the challenge to the traditional industries, making more and more traditional industries
began to use e-commerce for businesses to seek new development. Book sales, as the
old traditional industries, is also facing the pressure from the e-commerce model,
which forced traditional books sale mode converted to online book store. In china,
successful books e-commerce system such as domestic Amazon, Dangdang show the
new direction of the traditional book sales. Thesis design and implement an online
book store e-commerce system, to explore the e-commerce system design and
implementation process, and the various functions achievement technology.
Thesis according to the guiding ideology of software engineering, adopting
object-oriented thinking combined with UML diagram to analyses the functional
requirements of online book e-commerce system, and the overall function of the
system module design; According to the business flow chart system and the database
design process, designed the system data table; Determining the system architecture
and system technology based on J2EE technology architecture diagram; designing and
implementing the detailed sub-module of the system's functions; Finally, testing the
system interface and functional according to the software testing requirements. In
order to meet the needs of full-text keyword search technology, we design and
implement a library file system, using Lucene open source framework to achieve a
book search function; To implement personalized recommendations , we designed and
collect user information, product information, evaluation information data set, based
on the user's interest to achieve entry similarity recommendation function.
System design and implement overall thesis six modules, including subscriber
information module, commodity display module, shopping cart module, order
management module, product reviews module, backstage system management module.
The six modules completed the basic business logic of e-commerce system, and














entire process of product reviews. System design and implement a keyword search
function and user personalized recommendation engine, enhance the user experience.
By designing and implementation of the online book store, we understand the
basic business logic and functional requirements of online book e-commerce system,
and mastered SSH framework to achieve the separation web system’s presentation
layer, control layer and the model layer. We apply asynchronous Ajax technology to
refresh the page to shorten the response time of the page. Try new technology to
implement books keyword search function and user personalized recommendation is
the highlight of this system.
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基于 PHP的 B/S架构的图书电子商务平台[10]；基于 ASP.Net技术的 B/S构架图
书电子商务平台[11, 12]；以及本文所实现的基于 J2EE的 B/S构架的图书电子商务
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